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(only 5 facial distances are considered). We also demonstrate the efficiency of TBM for the purpose of emotion classification. The TBM based classifier was compared with a Bayesian classifier working on the same data. Both classifiers were tested on three different databases.
Introduction

Context of the study
For the past decades, Human-to-Computer Interfaces (HCI) have been relying on simple interactions through classical devices (e.g., keyboard, mouse, touch-screen, etc). Nowadays, there is a large research effort to integrate new interaction modalities in HCI's in order to develop interfaces more similar to human-human communication and make their use more intuitive, natural and efficient [1] . For example, the user voice can be recorded via a microphone and words can be recognized; the user face can be captured via a camera and facial expressions can be identified; likewise the user hand gesture can be traced and its movement can be interpreted, etc.
In this work, we investigate how to recognize facial expressions. This work is primarily motivated by the importance of facial expression in face-to-face human communication. A facial expression is a visible manifestation of an emotional state, cognitive activity, intention, personality, and psychopathology of a person [2] . As pointed out by Mehrabian [3] while communicating feelings, 55% of the message is conveyed by the facial expression while only 7% by the linguistic language (verbal) and 38% by the paralanguage like intonation (vocal). Human-computer interaction will definitely benefit from automating facial expression recognition. In his seminal work, Eckman [4] showed that there exist mainly six emotions, namely Joy, Surprise, Disgust, Sadness, Anger and Fear. An additional Neutral emotion, or absence of any emotion, is generally considered.
State of the art for emotion classification based on video analysis
In computer vision, significant amount of researches on facial expression classification has led to many systems adopting different approaches. Survey descriptions can be found in Pantic et al. [5] and Fasel et al. [6] . Three main approaches exist: optical flow analysis from facial actions [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ; model nearest mean. The limitation of model based methods is due to the fact that it is difficult to design a deterministic physical model that accurately represents all the facial geometrical properties and muscle activities. The holistic approach usually involves an intensive training stage. Moreover, the trained model is sometimes unable to represent geometrical properties due to interpersonal variations.
Fiducial points based approaches
Recent years have seen the increasing use of geometrical features analysis to represent facial information. In these approaches, facial movements are quantified by measuring the geometrical displacement of facial feature points between the current frame and a reference frame. Lien et al [17] propose a hybrid method based on feature points (around eyes, eyebrows, nose and mouth manually detected in the first frame and tracked by Lucas-Kanade tracking algorithm [28] in the remaining of the sequence) and furrows. They use HMM for each facial state characterized by one AU or combination of AUs [23] . AU is identified if its associated HMM has the highest probability among all HMMs given a facial feature vector. The main drawback of the method is the number of HMMs required to detect a great number of AUs or combination of AUs involved in the facial expressions classification. Using the same data as [17] Tian et al. [19] use a Neural Network (NN) based approach in which two separate NNs are defined for the upper face AUs and the lower face AUs. Cohen et al. [20] develop a system based on a non-rigid face tracking algorithm [29] to extract local motion features. These motion features are the inputs of a Bayesian network classifier used to recognize seven facial expressions. Pantic and Rothkrantz [18] use face models made of dual-view points: the frontal view and the side view. After automatic segmentation of facial features (eyes, eyebrows and mouth), several characteristic points are coded into AUs using a set of rules. The classification is performed by comparing the AU-coded description of facial expressions of observed expression against the rule descriptors of six facial expressions (FACS) [23] . Pardas et al. [21] and Tsapatsoulis et al. [22] propose a description of the six universal facial expressions using the MPEG-4 Facial Definition Parameter set (FDP) [30] (set of tokens that describe minimal perceptible actions in the facial area). The distances between the FDP points allow to model a set of Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) [30] . Each facial expression is described as a set of measurements (FDPs) and transformations (FAPs). Tsapatsoulis et al. propose a classification based on a fuzzy inference system. Rather than Pardas et al. classification is based on the Hidden Markov Models. The feature-based representation requires accurate and reliable facial feature detection and tracking to cope with variation of illumination and non rigid motion of facial features.
Alternatively, the used classification approach should allow to model the noisy segmentation results which is not the case of the proposed classifiers. Most of the above described approaches extract several characteristics from face images and classify them into facial expressions according to these observations. They differ in the way the low level analysis is performed and in the classification process. Moreover, they show some limitations in our point of view. First, most of them require manual intervention for the detection of facial features and require accurate normalization of test faces, during the initialization of facial feature tracking approaches. Second, most of them map facial expressions directly into the basic facial expressions proposed by Ekman and Friesen [23] which leads to two main limitations. First, since people are not binary, pure facial expressions are rarely produced. On the contrary they rather move from one expression to another, transiting by mixed expressions. Therefore, the classification of an expression into a single emotion category is not realistic and, ideally, the classification system should be able to identify such intermediate mixture of expressions.
For all these reasons, we propose a classification system based on automatic facial features segmentation results to overcome the first limitation, and based on the use of the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) [31] to overcome the second limitation.
The proposed approach
From a physiological perspective, a facial expression results from the deformations of some facial features caused by an emotion [4] . Each emotion corresponds to a typical stimulation of the face muscles; thereby deformations of facial features like eyes, eyebrows or mouth. These deformations form all together the socalled facial expression. The aim of this work is to evaluate the possibility of recognizing the six universal emotions by only considering the deformations of some facial permanent features such as eyes, eyebrows and mouth (see Fig.1 ). It is assumed that these features contain enough information to recognize the considered expressions.
In order to validate this hypothesis from a human classification viewpoint, an experiment has been carried out in collaboration with the laboratory of social psychology (LPS) in Grenoble-France. Skeleton images corresponding to contours of permanent facial features were presented to 60 subjects. Each subject was asked to classify each skeleton to one of the six facial expressions (Joy, Surprise, Disgust, Anger, Fear, and Sadness) and Neutral. Because 60% of this classification is registered, this can be considered as a low recognition rate. But this rate has to be compared to the value of 80% of good classification obtained when the human classification is based on the corresponding original images (even with the original images, the recognition rate is much lower than 100%). However, this experiment suggests that humans are able to identify facial expressions by viewing only the contours of the considered facial features.
The originality of the proposed approach also consists in proposing a fusion architecture based on the Transferable Belief Model. This fusion method is well suited for the problem of facial expression classification: this model facilitates the integration of a priori knowledge and it can deal with uncertain and imprecise data which could be the case with data measures resulting from video based segmentation algorithm. In addition it is able to model intrinsic doubt which can occur between facial expressions in the recognition process. It allows the classification of different expressive states like "pure" expression and allows the doubt between pairs of expressions. Considering that "binary" or "pure" facial expressions are rarely produced (people show a mixture of facial expressions), the classification of any facial expression into a single emotion category is not realistic. The proposed method can also deal with different expressions intensities and allows to take into account the Unknown expressions corresponding to all facial deformations that can not be categorized into one of the predefined facial expressions.
Outline of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the proposed system for the classification of facial expressions. Section 3 describes the algorithm for the extraction of the characteristic distances. Section 4 presents the classification model based on the Transferable Belief Model. The databases used in this work are described as well as experimental results in section 5. For the sake of comparison, section 6 presents a classification system based on the Bayesian model. Conclusions are given in section 7.
System Overview
In this paper, the facial expression classification is made on static images of frontal viewed faces. It mainly consists of four processing blocks: segmentation, data extraction, data analysis and classification.
In the segmentation step, frontal viewed face images are presented to the system and contours of eyes, eyebrows and mouth are extracted by using a quasi-automatic segmentation algorithm based on parametric models of facial features. More details can be found in section 3.1
In the data extraction step, a skeleton of the facial features is generated from the contours and all these features are used for the classification process. Several works have been done to define the most pertinent face part to recognize each facial expression. Ekman and Boucher [32] conclude that the bottom half part of the face is mainly used by human observers for the recognition of Joy and Disgust and that the whole face is used for the recognition of Anger and Surprise. Bassili [24, 33] notes that the whole face yields to a better recognition of facial expressions (74.4%) compared to the bottom part of the face only (64.9%) or the top part of the face only (55.1%). Gouta and Miyamoto [34] works conclude that the top half part of the face yields to a better recognition of Anger, Fear, Surprise and Sadness, the bottom half part of the face to a better recognition of Disgust and Joy and the whole face to a better recognition of Neutral. Based on these works, it can be noticed that the whole face is necessary to recognize all the facial expressions even if, in some cases, only a small part of the face is relevant. From the skeleton of the facial features, several distances characterizing facial features deformations are computed. More details can be found in section 3.2. The choice of five facial characteristic distances has been motivated by Bassili's work [33] . One challenge is to evaluate the well-founded of these choices.
In the data analysis step, the numerical values of the characteristic distances are mapped to symbolic states that qualitatively encode how much a given distance differs from its corresponding value in the Neutral state. Then each facial expression is characterized by a combination of characteristic distances states. More details are given in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
In the classification step, the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) [31] is applied to recognize the 6 universal emotional expressions plus Neutral expression. It consists in the fusion of the confidence associated to each characteristic distance state, in order to find the most believable hypothesis that can either be a single facial expression, a mixture of facial expressions or an Unknown expression (i.e an expression which does not correspond to any of the predefined expressions). More details are given in section 4.3.
Facial Data Extraction
Facial features segmentation
The extraction of facial feature contours is not the central issue of this paper but the main lines are presented here. A specific parametric model is defined for each deformable feature. This model is able to take into account all the possible deformations. In the scope of this work, it is assumed that the facial features deformations are symmetric. If this assumption is false, a different classification for the right and the left face deformations would be possible.
Several characteristic points are extracted in the image to be processed to initialize each model (for example, eyes corners, mouth corners and brows corners). In order to fit the model with the contours to be extracted, a gradient flow (of luminance and/or chrominance) through the estimated contour is maximized. The definition of a model associated to each feature offers the possibility to introduce a regularization constraint. The chosen models are flexible enough to produce realistic contours for the mouth, the eyes and the eyebrows.
More details about these methods have already been presented in [35, 36] .
Measures extraction
The segmentation process leads to the skeleton of any facial expression (see Fig. 1 ). The skeleton is used to determine facial features deformations occurring for the different expressions. A data extraction algorithm computes characteristic facial distances on the skeleton of facial images. Five basic characteristic distances named 1 D to 5 D are defined (see Tab. 1) according to the segmentation results. These five distances correspond to the mapping of the rules introduced by Bassili's work and to the MPEG-4 description of the deformations undergone by facial features for each expression [30] . One advantage of the use of these distances is that they can easily be interpreted. They are normalized with respect to the distance between the centers of both irises of the analyzed face. This makes the analysis independent on the variability of face dimensions and on the position of the face with respect to the camera. 
Facial Data Classification by the Transferable Belief Model
The goal is to characterize each facial expression by a specific combination of states associated to the characteristic values of the measured distances D i . In this application, seven facial expressions are addressed:
The set of these seven expressions, named frame of discernment, is defined by:
. At any time (or frame), each facial distance should give information about the corresponding facial expression.
In order to model this information, a two-step procedure is proposed: the first step associates a symbolic description, named state, to each distance and the second step defines the rules between the symbolic states and the facial expressions.
Symbolic states of the distances
The analysis of the distance values shows that each distance can be higher, lower or roughly equal to its 
D is significantly higher than its corresponding value for the Neutral expression;
D is roughly equal to its corresponding value for the Neutral expression;
C -if the current distance i D is significantly lower than its corresponding value for the Neutral expression.
Two undetermined regions corresponding to a doubt between two states are added: The Fear, Sadness and Anger expressions ( [37] , [38] ) are difficult to simulate by non-actor people. Due to a lack of the corresponding data, it has not been possible to derive such heuristic mapping for them. For completeness, the mapping for these expressions is derived from MPEG-4 description of the facial features deformations [30] . The goal is now to determine the expressions according to the characteristic distances states. In order to do that, the mapping reported in Tab. 2 can be reformulated as a set of logical rules for each characteristic distance. As an example, Tab. 3 gives the logical rules for 2 D . This table can be interpreted as: if
Logical rules between symbolic states and emotions
then the expression corresponds to 1
Data fusion process
Human expressions are variable according to the individual. Moreover, based on automatic segmentation, errors can appear on the distances values. For all these reasons, a logic system is not sufficient to make the recognition of expression reliable. These points lead to the choice of a method to model uncertainty and inaccuracy on parameters and doubt about emotions. Probabilistic methods are usual to deal with this problem. We have chosen to use the Transferable Belief Model to deal with uncertainty because this approach can explicitly model the doubt between several hypotheses.
Transferable Belief Model
Initially introduced by Dempster [39] and revisited by Shafer [40] , this theory has been enriched by Smets 
The subset A which contains several hypotheses is called proposition and the subset composed of only one hypothesis i H is called singleton. The proposition can be interpreted as disjunction (union) of the hypotheses that it is composed, including the empty disjunction ) (φ , i.e. none of the hypotheses. For example, the proposition
corresponds to the piece of evidence of the proposition A corresponding to the belief in the proposition without favoring any of its hypotheses. It models doubt between these hypotheses. The propositions whose piece of evidence is not null are called the focal elements. The TBM framework is well adapted to design a fusion approach where various independent sensors or sources of information collaborate together to provide more reliable decisions.
In this application, the independent sources of information correspond to the different characteristic distances which can evolve/move freely and independently (for example the mouth can be opened while the eyes remain stable). As said before, the hypotheses correspond to one of the seven facial expressions and the space of discernment is: 
Design of Basic Belief Assignment
Using the TBM approach requires the definition of a Basic Belief Assignment to be associated to each independent source of information i D . It consists in associating a piece of evidence to each proposition i V as: The power set is then: 
)) (max(
)) (min( 
Once these thresholds have been estimated for each D i , the Basic Belief Assignment is entirely characterized and the piece of evidence associated to each symbolic state can be computed.
Data Fusion and Global Belief Assignment Computation
The salient character of the TBM is the powerful combination operator that allows the integration of information from different sensors. The Basic Belief Assignments associated to each characteristic distance, described in the previous section, can be viewed as independent sources of information that score their belief in a proposition given some observations. These BBAs are combined to take into account all the available information about the facial expression using the Dempster combination law (conjunctive combination) [40, 41] . Given the Basic Belief Assignments In this application, each characteristic distance D i is considered as a source of information with its own frame of discernment Ω i . However, the joint Basic Belief Assignment must be formulated in terms of facial expressions. This can be realized using the Then, it is possible to combine them through the use of the orthogonal sum according to all the distances. To be more explicit, consider two Basic Belief Assignments as:
The piece of evidence of each hypothesis is computed by the combination of results of the two distances:
It can be noticed that the combination of different sources of information allows reducing or even removing doubt in the decision process.
Note that the empty set φ can appear and allows handling conflicts between incoherent sources. The empty set corresponds to situations where the distances values leading to symbolic states configuration do not correspond to any of those defined in Tab.2. This has to be related to the fact that E Ω is really not exhaustive. The underlying facial expression is assigned to the Unknown expression, noted 8 E in the following and its piece of evidence is equal to the resulting piece of evidence of the empty set.
A decision requires making a choice by optimizing a criterion. However making a choice means taking a risk, except if the result of the combination is perfectly reliable: m(E i ) = 1. The TBM framework proposes several belief functions as plausibility, belief or pignistic probabilities. A usual criterion is then to maximize one of these functions overall the power set 2 ΩE [41] . Because of the particular form of the BBAs, the intersection between the focal elements is not empty. In this case, the classical decision criterion has particular behavior. For the plausibility, all the focal elements have a piece of evidence equal to 1. For the belief, the focal element which has the maximum belief is the one which is the biggest subset. And finally, for the pignistic probabilities only allow to choose singleton hypotheses.
Finally, we propose to choose the subset A * of Ω E that maximizes the joint piece of evidence:
Post processing
Some pairs of expressions (for instance Disgust-Joy or Fear-Surprise) are difficult to discriminate by using only the five considered distances D i .
In the case, of doubt between Joy and Disgust, two other parameters are used as additional information: the presence of nasal root wrinkles and mouth shape ratio. Indeed these two features are not useful to characterize all the studied expressions; they only have to be added in a post-processing step when this confusion appears. Fig. 4 shows examples of nasal roots and mouth shapes in case of Disgust or Smile. Wrinkles appear in the nasal root in the case of Disgust (see Fig. 4.a) and not in case of Smile (see Fig. 4.b) . Moreover, the mouth shape in the case of Disgust (see Fig. 4.c) is different from its shape in the case of Smile (see Fig. 4.d) .
Nasal root wrinkles are detected in facial images by using a Canny edge detector [43] . The presence of 
Disgust is chosen
Else If (ratio between mouth width and mouth height is higher than its value in the Neutral state) then
Joy is chosen
Else
Disgust is chosen
End
Experimental Results
Facial Image Databases
A facial image database, referenced as Hammal-Caplier Database (7875 frames) has been built [44] . It is composed of video recordings of 21 subjects with different gender and ethnicity performing 4 different facial expressions, namely Joy, Surprise, Disgust each one beginning and ending by Neutral expression. Because of the difficulty to simulate Sadness, Anger and Fear facial expressions for non-actor subjects, these expressions were not recorded in the database and not considered in the experiments. Each video sequence has been recorded at 25Hz image rate and is 5s long. The subject starts with a Neutral expression, performs the required facial expression and returns to the Neutral expression. The whole database was manually labeled, meaning that a human expert assigned a facial expression to each image. Besides, the characteristic distances D i defined in section 3 were computed for each facial image. The system must classify each image of video frame. If the distances changes do not occur at the same time (same frame), the expression recognition for each image will be to less quality. This problem of lack of synchronism will be studied in future works.
In order to evaluate the robustness of the recognition system based on the TBM to different variations (gender, ethnicity, difference of expressions, acquisitions conditions, etc), the system is also tested on two other databases: the Dailey-Cottrell database [45] (84 frames for the 6 universal emotional expressions containing 7 females and 7 males) and the Cohn-Kanade database [46] . 
Results of Transferable Belief Model Classification
For testing purposes, the Hammal-Caplier database is divided into a development set (13 subjects and 4 expressions, 4875 frames) and a test set (8 subjects and 4 expressions, 3000 frames). The development set is used to define Tab. 2 and to estimate the thresholds of section 4.3.
The performances of the resulting classification system are evaluated on the test set and results are given in Tab. 4. The expert-based facial expression is given in the first column and classification rates for systembased proposition are given row-wise. The first rows correspond to the single hypotheses, including the Unknown expression, the next two rows consider double hypotheses, i.e. presence of doubt, and the last row includes all the other possible propositions.
It can be observed that expressions 1 E (Joy) and 7 E (Neutral) yield good classification rates. On the contrary, the classification rate for expression 3 E (Disgust) is lower. This can be explained by the high variability of this expression between subjects (see Fig. 5 .a) and the difficulty for a non-actor person to simulate such an expression (see Fig. 5 .b).
The post-processing step does not yield to the total cancellation of doubt state between 1 E and 3 E . The system has the highest belief in the disjunction of both hypotheses but it cannot discriminate them. This has to be related to Tab There is another source of confusion between 2 E (Surprise) and 6 E (Fear). These expressions are hard to distinguish, even for human experts (see Fig. 6 ). Therefore, it is better that the classification system accepts doubt about these two expressions and does not try to discriminate them. The Transferable Belief Model is actually well adapted for such a scenario.
Given the fact that the state of doubt Joy-Disgust is related to the rules defined in Table 1 and that the state of doubt Surprise-Fear is related to the fact that Surprise is a mixture of Fear and Surprise, they are not due to classification errors of the proposed system. They are in fact related to the limitation of the proposed classification process which uses only distances i D . For that reason we choose to consider them as a good classification by associating them to the corresponding expression, which allows us to add their respecting rates leading to the results of the last row called Total in Table 4 .
Many expressions are recognized as Unknown. They typically correspond to intermediate images where the subject is neither in the Neutral state nor in a particular expression. In these cases the facial deformations do not correspond to any of the defined symbolic states combination (cf section 4.2) and the fusion process leads to the empty state that is the Unknown expression. Fig. 7 presents three consecutive images of a Neutral to Joy sequence.
Tab. 6 and 7 present the results obtained on the frames of the Cohn-Kanade database and the DaileyCottrell database, respectively. The classification rates for these databases are significantly better than those of Tab. 4. This is due to the fact that these two databases are composed of very acted and similar expressions.
Contrary to Hammal-Caplier Database, these two databases present also examples of the three remaining universal emotional expressions, namely Fear, Anger and Sadness. Tab. 8 gives the classification results on these three facial expressions obtained on the two databases so as to validate the rules presented in Tab. 2 and defined using MPEG-4 rules (see Section 4.4). We observe good rates for Fear and Anger. We also observe the same confusion for Fear and Surprise. Bad rates are obtained for Sadness. The main reason is that, similarly to Disgust, this expression is difficult to simulate by non-actor people (also reported in [7] , [9] , [10] ). Secondly the MPEG-4 rule for Sadness recognition may not be well-defined for the used databases or requires other information to be well classified. 
Facial Data Classification by the Bayesian Model
Modelling
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach based on the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) for the purpose of facial expression classification, we compare it with other standard classification techniques.
More especially, we apply the well-known Bayesian model [47] . The classification problem described in section 2 can be formulated in terms of a Bayesian classification problem. Consider the set } ,..., , { E can be seen as a distance rejected hypothesis. In the TBM framework, this hypothesis is not modeled but rather derives its belief from the other modeled hypotheses.
Using the Bayes rule [48] , the joint a posteriori probability can be expressed as:
where: D is an observation vector.
Here, it is assumed that the facial expressions have equal a priori probabilities. Besides, the data probability at the denominator of the above equation is constant for every hypothesis. Therefore, the decision rule reduces to a maximum likelihood classification problem:
The likelihood function for every facial expression is estimated during the modeling phase. It is classical to assume a parametric model for these functions and to derive their parameters from observation data. Here, we consider Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [49] . These models are commonly accepted for modeling likelihood functions because if their simplicity and tractability. They allow modeling of multi-mode multidimensional likelihoods functions and parameters estimates can be derived via efficient close-formed algorithms. In this framework, the likelihood function is represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian probability density functions, that is,
where:
stand for the mixing coefficients, the mean vector and the covariance matrix, respectively, of the k-th component of the Gaussian mixture model for a given expression E. The number K of components is chosen as a tradeoff between model complexity and data availability. However, the number of parameters increases with the number of components and more data are required to estimate them accurately. In these experiments, K=3 was shown to give the best results.
The estimation of the GMM parameters can be cast as a Maximum-Likelihood estimation problem with incomplete data. Hence, the estimation is classically performed via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The presentation of this algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper and we just overview the basic ideas. More information can be found in [48, 49] . The EM algorithm consists in an iterative procedure. It starts with initial values of the GMM parameters. Then, during the so-called Expectation step, it computes the a posteriori probabilities of the observation vectors for every GMM component. For example, given an observation vector D , the a posteriori probability
It allows distributing "softly" the observation vector among all the GMM components, the distribution being weighted by the a posteriori probabilities. Next, new estimates of the GMM parameters can be computed as in the trivial case where every observation would be assigned "hardly" to a single component, except that weighted terms are involved in the estimation formula. Let us come back to the example of computing the mean parameter k E , μ . During the so-called Maximization step, the EM algorithm computes a new estimate of this parameter by replacing the indicator function with the a posteriori probability, (18) where: N stands for the number of distances (5).
Similar re-estimation formula is defined for the other parameters. The two steps of the EM algorithm are repeated alternatively until convergence is reached. Practically, the algorithm stops when the estimates of the parameters do not change significantly any more.
The major problem of this estimation procedure is the initial conditions. A standard approach to find initial values of the parameters consists in clustering the observation vectors into as many classes as GMM components. Many clustering algorithms can be used and we adopted a K-means algorithm [48] in this work.
Once the observation vectors have been grouped into clusters, initial estimates of the parameters of the GMM components can be estimated as in the trivial case.
Results of Bayesian Model Classification
For the Bayesian classification system, all the data of Hammal-Caplier database are used in the training procedure and the test is carried out by a 21-fold cross validation to be consistent with other Bayesian based classification approaches [20] . It consists in taking 20 out of 21 subjects for training and the remaining subject for test step. The process is repeated 21 times, considering a different test subject each time. The classification rate is the average over 21 results.
The Unknown expression has been modeled as any other expression: all facial expression which does not corresponds to Joy, Surprise, Disgust and Neutral facial images are assigned to the Unknown class.
The best result is for the Neutral expression and low rates are observed for the other expressions (see Tab. 9). These results cannot be directly compared to those of Tab 4 because the knowledge is modeled differently. In fact, a basic belief assignment (BBA) does not exactly correspond to a conditional probability.
These poor performances may be due to the fact that the assumptions (e.g, parametric model of the statistical distributions) that the Bayesian model relies on are questionable in this application. GMM are very efficient models when the number of components is large enough and enough material is available to estimate the mixture parameters. Only one approach is tested here (fixed mixture size, ML estimation with full EM algorithm). However, there exist several variants (various initialization schemes for full EM algorithm, 
Conclusion
The method for the classification of facial expressions uses characteristic distances computed on face skeletons and applies the TBM to form the decision. This rule-based method is well adapted to the problem of facial expression classification because it deals with confusing expressions (Joy or Disgust, Surprise or Fear, etc) and recognizes an Unknown expression instead of forcing the recognition of a wrong expression. Indeed, in the presence of doubt, it is sometimes preferable to consider that both expressions are possible rather than to choose one of them.
The proposed method has been tested and compared with Bayesian classification. The results obtained with this last model are not really good because of the small learning data base. To model the Unknown expression used in the TBM for the Bayesian classifier, an "Unknown state" has been introduced which must gather all the expressions that correspond to a set of configurations of distance states learned by the system as being Unknown. This is a new expression represents a finite set of expressions added to the four already defined ones. Obviously, this new expression does not contain all the possible facial configurations which can lead to classification errors. In fact, the choice of framework is not very important in term of decision results if information is correctly modeled (expertise is better modeled by BBA as well as learning set by probabilities). The advantage of TBF framework is its ability to explicitly model information and knowledge and to decomposed the fusion process in different steps. Bayesian approach is more than a black box very powerful on the final step of decision, especially if the learning phase is made on large learning data base.
The main objective developed in this work was the validation of the use of the permanent facial features contours for the recognition of facial expressions. Results have shown that characteristic distances associated to these features were necessary to dissociate the studied expressions. However they were not sufficient to dissociate between some of them (Joy and Disgust, Surprise and Fear). To improve these results, we can increase the number and the quality of measurements, by taking into account the explicit information about the forms of the contours of the facial expressions skeletons in addition to the characteristic distances, by considering global information (statistical model of the whole face).
Finally in this work only static classification on each individual frame has been considered. However a facial expression is the result of dynamic and progressive combinations of facial features deformations which are not always synchronous. Then an important challenge will be to introduce a dynamic process of facial expression recognition in video sequences. 1: the expression can be true 0: the expression is false ϕ: the expression is undetermined
